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INTRODUCTION
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I

FOUR KEY FACTOR MODEL FOR CREDIBILITY AND TRUST IN
RELATION TO EER REPORTS
1. Introduction

•

A sound EER Framework―that is transparent and in which the user has confidence that the
output of applying the EER framework (the EER report) provides a sound basis for meeting their
needs.

•

Strong Governance over the Reporting Process―that satisfies the user that robust processes
and controls were applied with appropriate oversight, and that the people involved were
competent and not influenced by conflicts of interest.

•

Consistent Wider Information―that satisfies the user that the EER report is internally consistent
and consistent with the user’s wider knowledge.

•

External Professional Services and Other Reports―independent external professional services
reports and other external inputs relating to the EER report to which the user has access.

2. Four Key Factors
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How Credibility and Trust Are Established
Four Key Factors
1.

Sound EER framework – Essential first and foremost is the EER framework – the objectives of which
are closely aligned with the user’s information needs.

2.

Strong governance – Reporting processes,
controls, and potentially external professional
services engagements, are initiated under
strong governance oversight.

3.

4.

Consistent wider information – Users perform
their own evaluation of the consistency of the
EER report with wider available sources of
information to which they have access.
External professional services and other
reports – Users also have access to any
published reports issued under external
assurance or other professional services
engagements that relate to the EER report.

Outcomes and Output
Together, transparency about these Four Key
Factors enhances and engenders external user
credibility and trust in the EER report
(outcome).
Transparency for internal users about how the
credibility of the EER report has been
established – through strong governance to
establish that the EER report has been
produced in accordance with a sound EER
framework (including in key judgment areas) –
enhances and engenders internal user
credibility and trust (outcome) that the EER
report is a high-quality external report (output)
that is fit for publication.
External transparency about these matters and
publication of the EER report and of any
external professional services report(s)
enables external users to confirm the
consistency of the EER report with wider
available information.

1. Sound
EER
Framework

2. Strong
Governance

• Oversight and management
functions
• Effective system of internal
control, with "Lines of Defense",
including internal audit
• Obtaining external professional
services

Internal User
Credibility and
Trust
• Transparency of:
High-Quality
External
Report

3. Consistent
Wider
Information
4. External
Professional
Services and
Other Reports

External User
Credibility
and Trust

Key:
Four Factors
Output
Outcomes

Figure 1: Overview of Credibility and Trust
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• Criteria - who, what, why, when,
where and how of the report

o Reporting framework
o Governance

• Internal and external
sources of information

• Publication of professional
services report(s):
o Assurance
o Other

Factor 1: Sound EER Framework

•

Reporting Objectives: intended users, scope and use (the who; the high level what, when and
where; and the why of the EER report);

•

Content Elements to be included in the EER report (the more detailed what, when, and where of
the EER report); and

•

Qualitative Characteristics of the Information, including:

•

o

Depiction Methods for the content elements (measurements, quantitative or qualitative
evaluation or assessment techniques, and descriptions) (the technical aspects of the
“how”); and

o

Principles for Communicating effectively in the EER report (the communication aspects of
the “how”).

Characteristics of an EER Framework that are Likely to
Engender Credible Reporting

IAASB’s Characteristics of
Suitable Criteria

Has an objective that reflects the users’ expectations as to
the scope, intended users and intended use of the EER report

Relevance

Consistently includes and reliably depicts all relevant
reportable content elements that are material to the intended
users in the context of the intended purpose of the EER report

Relevance, completeness,
reliability

Recognizes areas of uncertainty, ambiguity and judgment
that give rise to inherently greater susceptibility to preparer
bias risk and establishes adequate disclosure and neutrality
principles to counter this

Neutrality, completeness

Promotes transparent (open), clear (unambiguous) and
concise (readily understandable) reporting of these matters,
and enables effective comparability both with other pertinent
entities and over time

Relevance, reliability,
understandability

The due process for developing the EER framework involves interaction with stakeholders to
ensure that the interests of the intended users and other stakeholders are appropriately reflected;
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•

There is effective governance over the development of the EER framework that addresses
potential conflicts of interest; and

•

The EER framework is well-known, commonly understood, and has broad stakeholder
acceptance.

•

Identifying content elements and depiction methods can involve significant judgments about what
to report and the appropriate depiction methods to use. Clear principles for determining these
matters (such as a strong materiality principle and a requirement for stakeholder engagement to
enable it to be applied effectively), and transparency about these matters and about the processes
to implement them, can be important credibility factors for an EER report.

•

Applying depiction methods can involve addressing significant uncertainties in making estimates
and qualitative evaluations or assessments and can therefore require significant judgments by
preparers. EER frameworks may address such uncertainties and judgments by requiring related
disclosures and by establishing a neutrality principle to be applied in making such judgments to
counter the inherently greater susceptibility to preparer bias risk.

Factor 2: Strong Governance

1

See the Glossary of Terms in the IAASB Handbook. For some entities in some jurisdictions, TCWG may include management
personnel, for example, executive members of a governance board of a private or public sector entity, or an owner-manager.
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•

A control environment in which the oversight function (TCWG) and management actively support
high-quality external reporting, and embed a culture in the entity that engenders effective internal
control;

•

An effective information system for obtaining and processing relevant data and information of
sufficient quality to support decision-making to enable the depiction of content elements;

•

Identification and assessment of risks that may threaten the quality of external reporting and the
design, implementation and effective operation of appropriate responses in the form of control
activities;

•

Regular overall monitoring of controls to determine that such controls are effective; and

•

Adequate information and communication, including more broadly on the business processes.

2

Institute of Internal Auditors (2013) in Integrated Reporting and the Emerging Role of Internal Auditing.

3

In the EER Guidance Special Considerations in Performing Assurance Engagements on Extended External Reporting, this process
is referred to as ‘the entity’s process to identify reporting topics.’
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Factor 3: Consistent Wider Information

Factor 4: External Professional Services and Other External Inputs

•

Competence that is demonstrated or generally well known;

•

Objectivity and independence;

•

Professional skepticism and professional judgment;

•

Quality in the performance of the engagement;

•

Quality control, where applicable, at the engagement and firm level by the practitioner and firm that
perform the engagement;

•

Professional standards applicable to the practitioner;

•

Regulatory oversight and supervision of professional services, where applicable; and
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•

Clarity of reporting, and transparency about the work performed.

•

Knowledge of the relevant EER framework;

•

Knowledge of the underlying subject matter; and

•

Knowledge of the professional standards that apply.
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II

EER ASSURANCE ENGAGEMENTS – BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
1. Underlying Subject Matter, Criteria and Subject Matter Information
Introduction

Excerpts of Definitions in the Standard (S. 12.y, 12.x, 12.c)

Underlying subject matter

Criteria

Subject matter information

The phenomenon that is
measured or evaluated by
applying criteria.

The benchmarks used to
measure or evaluate the
underlying subject matter.

The information that results
from applying the criteria to
the underlying subject matter.

Understanding the Definitions

•

The entity’s [EER] report (‘subject matter information’).
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•

Measurement or estimation (‘measurement’), assessment or appraisal (‘evaluation’).

•

The entity’s economic, environmental, social or governance state, condition, prospects,
performance or impact (‘underlying subject matter’).

•

[EER] Framework or Standards or an entity’s [EER] reporting policies (‘criteria’).

•

Metrics or measurement protocols (‘benchmarks’ for measurement).

•

The entity’s economic, environmental, social or governance resources, claims and
relationships, and the entity’s actions or activities, and other events and conditions, that cause
such states, conditions or prospects to change (performance) or that cause other entities’
states, conditions or prospects to change (impact) ([EER] phenomena).

•

The entity’s financial statements (‘subject matter information’).

•

Measurement, valuation and estimation (‘measurement’) or disclosure about the nature of
measurement uncertainty (‘evaluation’).

•

The reporting entity’s financial position and performance (‘underlying subject matter’).

•

Financial reporting standards and accounting policies (‘criteria’).

•

Measurement, recognition, presentation and disclosure bases (‘benchmarks’).

•

Elements of the financial statements: the reporting entity’s economic resources and claims
against the reporting entity (i.e. assets, liabilities and equity) and the effects of transactions
and other events and conditions that change those resources and claims (i.e. income and
expenses) (the economic ‘phenomena’).

Understanding How Underlying Subject Matter and Criteria Give Rise to Subject Matter
Information

underlying
subject
matter

Measure or evaluate attributes of
whole, or aspects, of underlying
subject matter against criteria

criteria
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subject
matter
information

Understanding How Attributes of Underlying Subject Matter are Measured or Evaluated
Nature of underlying subject matter and its disaggregation

EXAMPLE

Attributes of underlying subject matter

14.

An apple may be described as red or green or brown, which are different ways (‘hues’)
that an attribute called ‘color’ can be exhibited by an item. In some cases, an attribute
may itself have another attribute. For example, an item may exhibit a particular ‘color,’
which itself may exhibit an attribute known as a ‘tint,’ a ‘shade’ or a ‘tone.’

An attribute is a characteristic or property of an underlying subject matter such as:
•

Where, when, or how it is deployed or occurs.

•

What its nature is, what its relations to other subject matter elements are, or (if the attribute is
quantifiable) how many of the subject matter element(s) there are or how much of the attribute
it exhibits.

•

How it can cause a change, how it can be changed by a cause or what the effect on it is, of a
cause of change.
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Nature of Criteria

a)

The identification of the nature and scope of the underlying subject matter, about which
information is to be presented in the EER report; and

b)

The types of information about the identified reporting topics (G.App1) that are to be presented
in the EER report, and the way that information is to be determined and presented.

EER example
Underlying subject
matter

Subject matter
elements

Criteria

Resulting subject
matter information

Requirement to
report the number
of employees of
Entity X at a
specific point in
time, split by
gender.

Gender A: 500
employees
Gender B: 510
employees
Gender C: 15
employees
etc.

EXAMPLE

Attributes
Environmental,
social and
governance matters
about Entity X.
↓
Social or human
matters
↓
Staff diversity

Entity X’s
employees.
The gender of
those employees.

Note: In order to be suitable, the criteria in this example may need to be more specific, for
example by providing descriptions of the gender categories and the term “employee.” Details
of how to measure the underlying subject matter by means of a formula may be necessary.
In this example, details specifying whether contractors are employees, or how to treat parttime employees, may be needed.
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Financial reporting example:
Underlying subject
matter

Subject matter
elements

Criteria

Resulting subject
matter information

The measurement
bases and related
disclosures set out
in IFRS, 4 and the
entity’s accounting
policies as
disclosed in the
financial
statements.

The accounting
values in the
primary financial
statements and the
related disclosures
in the notes.

Attributes

EXAMPLE

Financial condition,
performance and
cash flows of Entity
X.

Economic
resources (for
example assets)
and claims on those
resources (for
example liabilities),
and transactions,
other events and
conditions (for
example income,
expenses or
equity).
The monetary
value of such
assets, liabilities,
income, expense
or equity.

4

International Financial Reporting Standards
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EXAMPLE

An apple is an individual item, distinct from other types of fruits. It has several different
parts (such as ‘pips’; ‘flesh’; ‘skin’; and ‘stalk’) each of which may have several different
attributes (such as their color). It may also be a part of ‘a fruit basket’ that contains
other types of fruits that have different attributes.
If such a fruit bowl were an underlying subject matter of interest to intended users of a
report about it, then depending on those users’ information needs the fruit bowl may
be measured or evaluated to provide information about the fruit at the level of the bowl
of fruit as a whole, at the level of the individual fruits in it or at the level of the parts of
the individual fruits.
Depending on the nature of the benchmarks for such measurement or evaluation,
doing so may result in a description of the apple (including its color, or its different types
of parts and the numbers of each type), or of the fruit bowl and the numbers of each
type of fruit it contains, to be included in such a report.
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EXAMPLE

If the subject matter element(s) was a machine in a factory, some questions that might
underpin the criteria and, in parentheses, the type of resulting subject matter information,
include:
a)

When was the machine built? (description of time)

b)

Where is the machine? (description of location)

c)

What color is it? (description of an attribute)

d)

What is the maximum number of widgets it can produce in an hour? (description
of a capability to act so as to cause change)

e)

What is the actual number of widgets produced in the last year? (description of
performance or outcome of an action that caused change)

f)

What is its accounting value at a point in time? (a quantity or measure)

g)

What has been the change in value over the last year? (description of the outcome
of a change in an attribute of the machine – its state or condition)

h)

How did the change in value happen? (description of the cause of a change)

i)

Why have the directors decided to sell the machine? (description of management
intent behind an action to cause a change)

EXAMPLE

If the subject matter element was a river next to a company’s factory that the company
has access to. Questions that might underpin the criteria include:
a)

Where is the river? (description of location)

b)

How much water flows through the river? (description of a condition of the river)

c)

How polluted is the river in terms of the chemical composition of the water? (a
measure pf the river’s condition at a point in time)

d)

How has the water quality changed over a period of time? (description of a change
in the river’s condition over a period of time)

e)

What is the impact of the factory on the water quality of the river? (description of
the factory’s activities and its cause of change in condition of the river)

Nature of Evaluation and Measurement
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EXAMPLE

Intelligence tests are designed to obtain measures or indicators of the quality
‘intelligence.’ Standard measures of intelligence are defined by sufficiently precise
estimates of the distribution of measures of individual intelligence across a relevant
population. These estimates are inferred from the results (scores) of a defined
intelligence test (measuring instrument) taken by a sufficiently large sample of members
of the population.
Accounting values are measured in currency units, but currency units may be used to
measure different concepts of value. The benchmarks used for accounting value
measurements that are not directly observable may be values that can be observed in
historical outcomes of similar items, in defined circumstances that correspond with the
accounting value concept being used (the measurement basis). Those benchmarks may
be used to calibrate a defined measurement model (method) that uses data and
assumptions about defined indicators of the accounting value (valuation attributes) and
a defined process (method) to make measurements of the defined accounting value.
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2. Professional Judgment and Professional Skepticism
Introduction

How Professional Judgment and Professional Skepticism Relate to Practitioner Decision-Making

5

IAASB Handbook of International Quality Control, Auditing, Review, Other Assurance, and Related Services Pronouncements
2018 Edition Volume 1, Preface paragraph 17
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The Practitioner’s Ability to Exercise Professional Judgment and Professional Skepticism
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Factors Affecting the

Exercise of Professional Skepticism and Professional Judgment

Factors relating to competence

Need for subject matter competence on EER assurance engagements

Need for a practitioner’s expert to have assurance competence

Using the work of a preparer’s expert

6

IAASB Handbook of International Quality Control, Auditing, Review, Other Assurance, and Related Services Pronouncements
2018 Edition Volume 1 Glossary of Terms Independence
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Assurance skills and competence of the practitioner

Factors relating to particular decision points throughout the engagement
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Assessing risk and materiality
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Designing and performing evidence-gathering procedures

Evaluating the sufficiency and appropriateness of evidence
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3. Assertions
Introduction

Nature of Assertions and Their Categories That May be Used by the Practitioner

How Assertions Relate to Characteristics of the Applicable Criteria

7

ISA 315 paragraph 4(a) and ISAE 3410 paragraph 14(b) – in December 2019, the IAASB issued ISA 315 (Revised 2019), which
reflects a revised definition of assertions in paragraph 12(a), which will be addressed in finalizing the Guidance and Supplement
A post consultation.

8

ISA 315 (Revised) paragraph A129 and ISAE 3410 paragraph A82
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How categories of assertions may be identified from the applicable criteria
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EXAMPLE

Subject matter information could be about an attribute(s) of a class of subject matter elements
that have similar characteristics, when it has been prepared by applying the criteria to the
underlying subject matter at that level of disaggregation. For example, the subject matter
information may include a measure of the average time taken to rectify multiple minor
breaches of water quality regulations following their discovery.
In other cases, the subject matter information may be about an attribute(s) of an individual
subject matter element. For example, the subject matter information may be about the time
taken to rectify a single major breach of water quality regulations that caused a community’s
water supply to be cut off.
In the first case, categories of assertions may be used by the practitioner to identify potential
types of misstatement in the information about the class of subject matter element(s), such
as whether it is complete (the average includes information about all minor breaches). In the
second case, categories of assertions may be used by the practitioner to identify potential
types of misstatements about the single subject matter element, such as whether it is
accurate (the time to rectify has been properly measured).
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4. Obtaining Evidence
Introduction

Fundamental Significance of Evidence in an EER Assurance Engagement

Characteristics of Persuasive Evidence
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10

International Framework for Assurance Engagements, paragraph 63

11

International Framework for Assurance Engagements, paragraph 63

12

International Framework for Assurance Engagements, paragraph 64
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Level of Assurance to be Obtained
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Role of Procedures in Obtaining Evidence
Nature of a procedure and how it affects the characteristics of the evidence obtained

Purpose of a procedure and its relationship to decision making
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Types of procedure and their effect on the characteristics of persuasive evidence

Types of procedures performed in a limited assurance engagement

How Such Concepts Relate to Practitioner Considerations in Obtaining and Evaluating Evidence
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Determining the evidence needed and available (G.284.A)

Designing and performing procedures to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence (G.284.B)
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Evaluating the sufficiency and appropriateness of the evidence obtained (G.284.C)

Addressing Aggregation Risk in an EER Assurance Engagement
Considering disaggregation of underlying subject matter when determining the preconditions
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Considering disaggregation of underlying subject matter in performing the engagement

Considering Performance Materiality in Designing and Performing Procedures
How the Standard addresses materiality
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Other guidance that may be relevant in considering materiality in an EER assurance engagement

14

International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 320, Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit

15

International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3410, Assurance engagements on greenhouse gas statements

16

International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 600, Special Considerations – Audits of Group Financial Statements (Including the Work
of Component Auditors)

17

International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 550, Related Parties
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Considering Materiality for Identified Misstatements Individually and in Aggregate
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Considering the Nature of Misstatements and Factors That Affect Their Significance

Applying Performance Materiality
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5. Concepts That Underpin Effective Communication in the Assurance Report
Introduction

Practitioner Reporting Requirements

Communicating Effectively in the Assurance Report

Common Assurance Information Needs of the Intended Users
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Assurance Reporting Principles

Page 42

Considering the Assurance Reporting Principle of Relevance

Understanding the intended users and their information needs
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Considering the Assurance Reporting Principle of Understandability and Potential Impediments

19

ISAE 3410, paragraph A47
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20

International Standard on Auditing (ISA) 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on Financial Statements

21

ISA 700 (Revised) paragraph 4
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